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About us  
Linka specializes in large format digital printing and sign manufacturing.

Our extensive experience allows us to recognize current trends in design, 
printing and signage, so that we are always able to provide the best 
possible solutions.

We constantly invest in advanced technology, in order to produce works 
and services at the highest possible standards, together with our highly 
qualified staff from design to printing and installation. 

If it’s printing, we make it happen! Whether it is decorative or a request 
to upgrade your business look we can create cutting-edge solutions and 
provide quality finishes. At Linka we specialize on large format prints 
and wallpaper. We print banners, exhibition displays, Dibond and PVC 
Prints, Banners and privacy films. 

We also print on glass, wood, metal, keychains, Mugs, T-shirts, etc. With 
our  CNC laser, we can create 2D and 3D products.

We are able to creatively combine and adapt our skills and techniques 
to reach the expected requirements of all our clients. Our clients expect 
their suppliers to be reliable, quality driven and meet deadlines. On even 
the smallest job, one member of our team will take responsibility for a 
project to see the job through from order to installation.

At Linka we understand the importance of producing samples 
of proposed material finishes and product solutions. We actively 
encourage a free of charge sample service, which ensures that both 
designer and clients are happy with the finish and colors. Please do not 
hesitate to ask for a sample when discussing your project with us.
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WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR BIG 
SUCCESS WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!
You need your business to stand out and be visible? At Linka we 
understand the value of quality signage to promote your brand and help 
drive sales. 

We can help your business get noticed with effective signage including:
 

• Posters & Banners 
• Window Signage 
• Reception Signage 
• Vehicle Signage 
• Stickers and Wall papers
• Promotional Materials 
• Way finder Signs 
• Garment Printing 
• and more……………………………………………………..

GET NOTICED!
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Walls
Turn blank walls into marketing 
space with color, logos or im-
ages. Our products are ideal in 
offices, receptions and board-
rooms. 
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Wall Covering 
We digitally print images onto all sizes of wall covering material from a 
selection of thousands of licensed images. A vast selection of images 
is available for one to  choose from, or one can opt for a custom-
made artwork.  We can also transform your own photos or artworks 
into a mural, or you can let our team of design professionals create 
an exclusive design for you. We can create what you can imagine.  
Different PVC free print medias provide  textures like Linen Tex,  
Grated and Embossed finishes which can provide  a good feel and 
stunning look. The majority of these wall paper materials have the 
paste-the-wall system.
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Self Adhesive Vinyls 
Wide format digital print onto self-adhesive vinyl has all manner of 
applications. From being applied over existing signage to internal 
wallpaper. They are perfect for both indoor and outdoor graphics 
displays, featuring excellent outdoor durability. Stunning printing 
performance is obtained by using the best possible materials, good 
dimensional stability and weather resistant. 

Soft –PVC , Monomeric, white Glossy, permanent, clear adhesive, 
combined including a Top Layer of lamination. Available also in Grey 
Back. 

• For indoor & outdoor application of Flat Surfaces
• Durability 3 years Printed and Installed 
• Polyacrylate, permanent, transparent 
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Canvas Prints 
Large canvas prints create a marvelous visual impact; making it a 
fantastic focal point for any room, from residential homes  to hotels, 
commercial premises, corporate offices, etc.
Canvas prints can be made from your hi-res pictures or from images 
sourced through our unique image archive of thousands of fine art 
images and photos.
Canvas prints are printed using the latest 12 inks technology printers. 
The permanence of the inks in combination with a UV laminate gives 
consistent results every time.  After printing, the prints are stretched 
and wrapped around a wooden pine frame.
The image can continue around the edge of the stretcher frame to 
give the canvas a 3D effect.  Alternatively, the wrap can be made in 
block color, to complement the general color scheme of the room.  
The frames are made to order and this gives the customer the option 
of choosing the perfect size.
Canvas prints are a favorite with photographers, interior designers 
and anyone who wants to have that special effect on their walls.
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Posters 
Posters are one of the most 
versatile and cost effective 
promotional options available. 
From a roll up banner to a poster 
hanger, they are a great way 
to take your message across to 
masses in vibrant eye catching 
colors. They fold up to compact 
size for travel  and are ideal for 
conferences and trade shows or 
placed in a reception or training 
area. 

Poster Hangers are easy to use, 
with their anodized aluminum 
snap-action poster rails. They 
can be mounted on a wall or a 
ceiling.
They come in four widths:  
100cm, 85cm, 60cm and 40cm.
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Magnetic and Re Writeable 
White Boards
Re-writable self-adhesive 
magnetic film is ideal for schools, 
offices and playgroups. This line 
includes projectable products for 
dynamic lessons and conference 
presentations.
New ideas and different materials 
combined together can create 
multifunction, re-writable boards, 
where you can play with the 
magnetic and rewritable features 
on an entire wall set up or space. 
Explore the ideas that the Magnet 
& Ferro range offers by changing 
and overlapping the different 
backgrounds. Only by trying it 
out with our consultants, you will 
truly understand the potential and 
versatility of these materials.  
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Menu Boards and 
Light Boxes 
Linka offers customized solutions for Display Boards, LED Backlit 
Lightboxes and Menu Frames to suit any commercial space. 

Magnetic Menu Boards – Standard Size 
or Customized solutions in a different 
array of finishes including a magnetic 
backing can be fixed directly on to 
the wall. Customized offers,  different 
menus or any promotional materials can 
be changed easily using our magnetic 
printable receptive material. 

Framed Light Boxes – Standard Size 
light box frame solutions available in a 
different array of finishes. This light box 
has a  Front Clear acrylic and backlit front 
printed material lit with LED Modules 
from the back. Ideal for Menus and 
promotional marketing messages. 
Standard Sizes Available in 50x50cms, 
75x75cms, 100x100cms, 50x100cms, 
75x125cms, 60x90cms, 100x200cms 
85x115cms.

Light Boxed for Commercial Purpose
Single sided or Double sided customized 
solutions suitable for indoor or outdoor 
use.  Acrylic face panels are printed with 
a graphic which is then back illuminated 
to give maximum impact. Construction - 
the light box is manufactured from robust 
silver anodized aluminum profiles, fitted 
with fluorescent tubes and all necessary 
electrics. The front panel is an opal acrylic 
which is printed with vinyl graphics or 
digital print for back illumination. 
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Windows
Turn your windows into 
message boards to 
announce and promote new 
services or sales. Windows 
are a 24/7 messaging tool 
that can provide color and 
draw attention to your 
products and services.
Tip - Update regularly as the 
message needs to change. 
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Frosted & 
One Way Vision 
Try Frosting Wally easy to remove graphics  or One Way Vision to 
enhance your office and retail space. Used for screen sunlight or to  
create privacy while showing your brand. 
Frosted glass vinyl film provides privacy and endless stunning design 
options all at once. Our custom frosted glass vinyl graphics simulate 
the effect of etched glass, which allows some light to get through 
whilst being opaque enough to provide privacy for conference rooms 
or other sensitive areas.
The options are endless — you can put a simple frosted glass vinyl logo 
on your door, use it as privacy film or even cover an entire conference 
glass wall for a brilliant frosted effect.
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Floors  
The floors of your business are a 
great opportunity for advertising. 
Inform customers and clients, or 
simple welcome them with a large 
custom floor greeting. At Linka we 
can make your vision a reality. 
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Floor Graphics, Carpet 
and MAC Floor 

Floor Graphics – The world 
at your feet
For direct printing and mainly 
indoor use. Ideal for short-
term use in mall centers, retail, 
temporary shops, exhibitions 
and airport terminals 
(maximum durability 1 
month).  

CARPET FLOOR - Walkable 
film for floors, paving’s, 
moquette’s, wet surfaces and 
even asphalt.
The most complete range of 
films for decorating floors 
and horizontal surfaces, all 
providing  Anti-slip ratings 
and the DIN 4102-B1 fire 
protection compliance.

Mak Floor is our floor graphic 
film for direct printing which, 
thanks to its R13 Ant slip 
certification, can be applied 
on sideways, platforms, reserved 
areas, wet floors and stairs. It 
furthermore guarantees the 
greatest indoor safety performance 
because it features self-extinguish 
B1 compliance.
Thanks to its 550 microns along 
with its distinctive roughness, Mak 
Floor is  undoubtedly the thickest 
and the most anti-slip Floor 
Graphics film of all.
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Outdoor 
Catch the eye of the passing 
crowd. Publicize your business 
products and services with 
Signage, Banners, Flags, A-Boards.  
You name it we have it!
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PVC Banners & 
Backlit Polyester  
Banners act as a powerful rallying call for your brand. Tried and 
tested, these high-impact and cost-effective promotional tools are 
perfect for both indoor and outdoor use.
They are the enduring favorites at festivals, sporting events, trade 
fairs, exhibitions, product launches, seasonal promotions and 
corporate events. Banners are also an extremely popular choice for 
Point of Sale branding in stores and shopping malls.
Our vinyl banners are reinforced for heavy-duty usage and can 
also include mounting eyelets for stringing up. Outdoor banners are 
printed on heavy duty weather resistant woven fabric. And they 
include eyelets for easy tying down. 

Also available in Back lit for special applications of Light Boxes. 
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Signage
Signs are designed to communicate a 
message and display the information 
you require your audience to 
see, either wayfinding, branding, 
promotional or decorative. Let your 
imagination soar by creating a design 
that is unique to your business. Just 
provide us with your requirements and 
we will do the rest. Both custom made 
and modular signage are available. 
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Modular Signage  
Modular Signage & way finding solutions  offer flexibility and high end 
solutions in indoor signage. Suitable for hospitals, schools, offices  and 
factories these high ends signs are produced according to ISO industry 
top quality standards.

I-Sign Eco is the newest member of the I-Sign 
family. I-Sign Eco maintains the same sleek 
design with the thin edge which became so 
typical for the entire I-Sign range. It is possible to 
create single-sided wall mounting or double-sided 
suspended or flag mounting signs.

STRATO is a flexible and contemporary sign 
system consisting of a series of soft curved 
profiles with square sides.
The user can choose between plastic and 
aluminum end caps for the finish. Recently, a few 
profiles and end caps were added to the range 
that ensure that 400mm, 500mm and 600mm 
wide directories can be produced.
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Safety Signage 
Workplace safety programs have 
many parts, all of which are important 
to keeping people safe on the job. 
Safety signs play a key role, though, 
in many aspects of safety from 
notifying people of tripping hazards 
and PPE requirements to explaining 
arc flash and chemical hazards. These 
signs must be noticeable, easy to 
read, and in many cases, comply with 
OSHA standards for safety signs. 
Floor safety signs are built to endure 
forklift traffic, and are chemical, 
water, and UV-resistant. Wall signs 
are available in several materials, 
including PVC, aluminum, and 
adhesive-backed vinyl, so you can 
select the material that will work 
best in your facility. These signs were 
made to meet the demanding needs 
of industrial environments, and are 
made with the toughest material out 
there to ensure their longevity.
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Rigid Media 
Whether you need a print on Di Bond or PVC board we offer high-
quality, full-color printing on both material either using a UV Direct 
print or Vinyl laminated print. One can choose the classic rectangle, 
square shapes or one can get creative with any of our unique forms: 
octagon, arrow, star, apartment, house, and circle or any CNC cut 
Design. 
Di Bond 3mm 
PVC Board 1mm, 3mm, 5mm or 10mm

PVC Board 205x305cms/ Di Bond 150x305cms   Direct Printing 100x200cms Maximum 
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Vehicles
Use your vehicles to advertise your 
business, products and services. Our 
car wrapping is ready to apply to 
windows or panels. Alternatively if 
you want non-permanent options 
try out custom made magnetic 
signs. Make the most of your rear 
windows with one way vision. This 
allows visibility from the inside of your 
vehicle while advertising your brand 
whilst driving around. Using Full cast 
Materials to one way vision these 
moving Billboards reflect your Brand. 
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Promotional material
Promote your products and services in a very effective way. Linka 
offers a variety of services to meet your requirements and helps you 
reach your success. 
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Clothing and
Uniforms  
Let your company Brand name be 
heard with custom printed clothing 
and stand out of the crowd. 
Whatever the occasion or need, 
we’ve got you covered.
T-Shirts, Polo Shirts,  Aprons,  High-
Visibility Clothing , Caps Sweaters 
..and much more!

Other colors and designs like Aprons, High-Visibility Clothing, Caps Sweaters 

ST3000 Soft single jersey Polo shirt for men, with a 
pleasing piqué look, rib collar and two horn look buttons.
Available in: White, Black, Navy Blue, Scarlet Red, Grey
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X large
100% Ring-spun cotton - Single Jersey GYH: 85% 
Cotton, 15% Viscose
Tubular Fabric - Taped shoulder to shoulder washable at 
40 C

ST2600 Classic T Shirts for women, without side 
seams, made of durable single jersey cotton.
Available in: White, Black, Navy Blue, Scarlet Red, Grey
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X large
100% Ring-spun cotton - Single Jersey GYH: 85% 
Cotton, 15% Viscose
Side Seams – Neck tape washable at 40 C

ST2000 Classic soft T-Shirts for men, without side 
seams, made of durable single jersey cotton.
Available in: White, Black, Navy Blue, Scarlet Red, Grey
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X large
100% Ring-spun cotton - Single Jersey GYH: 85% 
Cotton, 15% Viscose
Tubular Fabric - Taped shoulder to shoulder washable 
at 40 C
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Private Labelling & 
Kiss Cut Stickers

Stickers can be used on 
stationery and packaging to 
provide information or draw 
attention to your product. They 
can stick on any surface and 
come in whatever size and shape 
you require. 

Turn your logo or design into a 
fresh giveaway or even an easy-
to-use sticker you can use on 
mail, packaging and more.
Premium Materials | Die-Cut or 
Kiss-Cut | Custom Shapes | No 
Minimum Amount | Easy to Peal
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Roll-Up Banners
Roll-up Banners, also known as Pop up Banners, Retractable Banners 
or Pull-ups, are an essential part of advertising your desired product 
or getting your particular message across anywhere you would like to 
establish a fantastic visual presence.
They are an extremely effective tool for an eye-catching presentation, 
exhibition, shop display or campaign and really grab the attention of 
your desired audience. They are very easily mounted and come with a 
canvas carry bag to make them easily transportable. 
 
AVAILABLE IN SINGLE OR DOUBLE ROLL 

X banners are very lightweight and easy to use. Because they are 
not retractable, the image can be interchanged quite easily without 
damage to the panel. The perfect low-cost tool for your marketing 
campaigns.
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A Boards 
Standard and Water-Based A-Boards
Our pavement signs are a fantastic tool to get you noticed: they 
create a high impact visual street advertising, so that passersby 
can’t miss them! Whether it is to promote new products and offers, 
advertise a sale or let the public know you are open, they are an 
extremely effective marketing tool and provide excellent value for 
money. A-boards are transportable, so they can be used to suit your 
needs or stored and locked away when required.Pavement boards 
with a water-filled base for extra stability in all weather conditions are 
also available. Customized solutions are also available. 
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Pop-Up walls 
Our pop-up wall stands are perfect for exhibitions or point of sale use 
at an incredible value. With a magnetically self-locking frame, and 
magnetically attaching magnetic bars, the stand is easy to assemble 
and creates a superb display. The pop up stand comes with printed 
graphic panels that are simply mounted to the frame to create a 
seamless graphic wall that will stop passersby on their tracks. Easy to 
assemble, the kit can be added to at any time, meaning you can use 
and re-use the panels for different events and exhibitions.
Size of pop-up wall: 275cm x 230cm (width x height)

• Perfect for Exhibitions & Point of Sale 
• Easy to assemble
• Seamless Graphics delivering your message 
• Magnetic & Self locking Frame 
• Light weight and portable display stand 
• Size of wall: 275x2360cms (width x height )
• Full color photographic quality printed on 

graphic panels 
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Feather & 
Promotional Flags
Flags are a fantastic marketing tool that enables your business to get 
noticed, an excellent visual showpiece for a forecourt, marquee or 
shop front. From either long distance or short distance, they are sure 
to catch the attention.
All flags are printed on High-Grade UV Polyester Substrate, which 
produces non-fading waterproof graphics, and enables them to be 
highly durable for seasonal weather conditions.  

• Helps your business get noticed
• Printed on High Grade UV Polyester 

Substrate
• Non Fade Waterproof Graphics 
• Highly durable for seasonal weather 

conditions
• Standard Flying banners in teardrop 

formats available in 2.6 and 3.1 meters. 
• Square Flag Base 4/8kgs, Ground Fixing 

Cross, Ground Screws and water Ring 
Accessories are also available.
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Snap Frames 
Aluminum snap frames remain on the wall and allow you to 
change your display in a heartbeat. Our aluminum snap frames 
are manufactured from anodized aluminum, with corners cut at 45 
degrees and comes complete with a thick anti-reflective film.  Snap 
Frames are available in A1, A2, A3 and A4 sizes
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Digital Offset Printing 
Linka can also support clients with digital offset printing services. 
Offering limitless possibilities, we look forward to giving life to your 
creative ideas. We can support our clients with Menus, Business cards,  
Letterheads,  Stationery and so much more. Print small quantities, for 
more targeted effective marketing  and get your  works quicker. 
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Notes
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